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Introduction 

•  Evidence from South Africa shows that vaccination accounts for a significant 

level of the reduced infant mortality and hospitalization cases linked to 

pneumonia.  

•  For instance, the use of pneumonia-targeted vaccine decreased 

hospitalization of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infected children by 

almost 40%, and by 33% for children that were not infected.  

Izu, A., Solomon F., Nzenze S.A., Mudau A., Zell, E., O’Brien K.L., Whitney C.G., Verani J., Groome M. & Madhia S.A. (2017) Pneumococcal conjugate vaccines and 
hospitalization of children for pneumonia: a time-series analysis, South Africa, 2006–2014. Bull World Health Organ. 7;95:618–628 



Introduction 

•  Addressing challenges around the supply and availability of vaccines partly resides in the 

local production of some vaccines - can shorten the supply chains.   

•  Africa, local production mobilizes human capital base that can feed into a regional vaccine 

production value chains.  

•  Significant contribution to the continental objective of advancing the Science, Technology 

and Innovation Strategy for Africa (STISA 2024) and ultimately the achieving of some of the 

aspirations of Agenda 2063 “The Africa We Want” and related global agendas.  

•  The STISA identifies the prevention and control of preventable diseases (communicable and 

on-communicable) as a priority area of investment and development.  

•  For South Africa, National Development Plan (NDP 2030).  



How are we doing? 

Source: SA R&D Survey, HSRC Main Analysis Report: 
2015/16 



SA Government Sector Expenditure  
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Research Field 

R&D Expenditure by Research Field (2008-2017) 
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South African National Survey of Research and Experimental Development. Statistical Report:2026/17 



Capital Expenditure  

Source: SA R&D Survey, HSRC Main Analysis Report: 
2015/16 



% GDP towards GERD 

Source: SA R&D Survey, HSRC Main Analysis Report: 
2015/16 



% Source of funding towards GERD 

Source: SA R&D Survey, HSRC Main Analysis Report: 
2015/16 



BRICS’ Vaccine Outlook 
•  SA to host vaccine center for BRICS – in mid 1990s, SA lost capacity.  

•  SA  was producing BCG, DTP, OPV, Rabies & TT.  

•  BRICS are increasing the vaccine production capacity with high global demand 
& required specifically for developing world. 

•  SA ranks lower on vaccine production among BRICS & SSA – India and China 
lead. 

•  Indian manufacturers (4) supplied 95% of vaccines from BRICS in 2012.   

•  Vaccine production is a major global business – encompassing 4 functional 
areas: Clinical Studies, Vaccine R&D, Regulation & Standardization, Production.  

•  BRIC are involved in all these activities – except SA.  

Sources:Kaddar, Miloud, Julie B. Milstien and Sarah Schmitt. “Impact of BRICS' investment in vaccine development on the global vaccine market.” Bulletin 
of the World Health Organization 92 6 (2014): 436-46. 



WHO-Prequalified Vaccines  
in BRICS  
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Vaccines Produced in BRICS 
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*Hep B -Although the manufacturer technically produced the final vials of product, the starting material was imported bulk 
vaccine that had already been prequalified.  



Vaccines in Pipeline &  
Primary BRICS Manufacturers 

Brazil Russia India China South Africa 
No. BRICS Manufacturers 3 3 7 9 1 
No. Partners 8 3 22 14 0 
Trials Registered on new vaccines 46 11 105 100 38 
Trials Registered on new vacccines in country 8 2 80 85 0 
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Discussion 

•  Progress made within BRICS indicates dynamic progress towards innovation 

and development. 

•  South Africa should learn from India and China. Also note these two 

countries have strong medicinal IKS footprint.  

•  South Africa has an opportunity to encourage & invest local manufacturers. 

•  South Africa stands to gain regionally as there is not vast competition and it 

is not a technology lagging country.   

•  The new vaccine centre in SA will require technical investment. 



Policy Levels – Systemic Competitiveness 

•  The argument is that higher levels of education permit a rapid 

learning and understanding of technologies developed 

elsewhere and also inspire innovations on this base. 

•  Analytic approach of understanding factors that contribute to a 

successful industrial development. 

•  Captures both the political and the economic determinants of 

successful industrial development. This is policy and 

interactions in operational levels: (i) the micro level of the firm 

and inter-firm networks, the meso level of specific policies and 

institutions, the macro level of generic economic conditions, 

and the meta level, which includes factors such as socio-

cultural structures, the basic order and orientation of the 

economy, and the capacity of social actors to formulate 

strategies as shown 



A comparison of distribution of public university and TVET 
college attendance is selected fields of education in South 

Africa, 2016. 

Discipline	(broadly)	
%	Enrolment	in	
Universi8es	

%	Enrolment	
TVET	Colleges	

Business,	Economics	and	Management	
Sciences*	

22	 40	

Engineering	 11	 25	
Physical	Science	 1.7	 n/a	

Life	Sciences	 1.5	 n/a	
Health	Professions	and	related	clinical	sciences	 8.5	 n/a	
Law	and	legal	studies	 7	 n/a	
ICT	 6	 6	
MathemaJcs	and	StaJsJcs	 1.1	 n/a	

•  TVETs produce much needed skills for engineering and artisanal purposes. 

•  This illustrates a need to ratchet enrolment in engineering studies because these skills are critical 

for the industrialization efforts towards developing the pharmaceutical and vaccine infrastructure.  



  

http://aosti.org/index.php/report/finish/5-report/14-strengths-and-weaknesses-of-african-countries-and-regions-in-scientific-
fields-2005-2010 

Skill Position in Africa (2005-2010) 





Conclusion 

•  South Africa, it is highly unlikely that the country will fully and effectively exploit its BRICS 

mandate of producing a broad range of human vaccines to serves its needs, the needs of 

SADC, BRICS nations let alone others outside these boundaries. 

•  South Africa have not identified strategies to develop the much needed capacity to realize 

this industry as one of the key drivers of economic growth.  

•  In short, policies and institutions of higher learning are not integrated and thus appear 

chaotic.  

•  Analysis the policy environment does not afford appropriate conditions to address some 

basic fundamentals for South Africa to play a deeper role in the vaccine production space. 

Here we looked at human capital as an important factor in this regard.  


